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Jugyokenkyu: 

Lesson Study Leads to 
Student Success 

By Jennifer Gensior, Regional Special 
Education Trainer 

As we embark on a new school year, filled with optimism and hope, we should direct some of our attention to a practice 

used in Japan, a country with consistently strong academic performance, and how this practice can be adapted to meet 

the needs of our students, including those with disabilities or from traditionally underperforming backgrounds. 

  Japan’s academic results are worthy of admiration.  Its students are ranked third in the world in both reading and 

science, and eighth in the world in math according to the 2012 Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) 

scores (Weisenthal, 2013).  And this is no anomaly - since these types of international assessments have been given, 

Japan’s students have consistently fallen within the top ten of developed countries.  Additionally, 95 percent of their 

students graduate high school (OECD, 2011). What is the secret behind the success of the Japanese education system?  

Many researchers and reporters who follow education point to the Japanese practice of jugyokenkyu, which translates 

literally as “lesson study.”  This unique approach to lesson design holds promise for educators here in the United States 

as well. 

           
Jugyokenkyu is a collaborative approach to lesson design and revision that follows a series of steps.  First, a team 

of teachers will identify a long-term investigative theme.  After gathering research on the theme and content, and 

studying the curriculum in depth, the team designs a detailed lesson for one selected topic within the theme or unit.  

Next, one team member delivers the lesson to a group of students while the other team members observe and collect 

data on student learning.  Once the lesson is completed and the students leave, a long and exhaustive discussion of the 

lesson takes place among the team members.  The conversation is focused on the evidence of student learning and 

proposed lesson revisions.  The team redesigns the lesson and another team member re-teaches the lesson to a new 

group of students.  The process culminates with an even larger observation of the redesigned lesson that includes 

additional faculty and guests, all of whom collect data on student learning.  Finally, a formal debriefing and analysis 

occurs, and the teachers consider questions for subsequent lesson study cycles.  This cycle can sometimes continue for 

three to six years, as Japanese educators have learned to embrace the “slow, steady process of instructional 

improvement” (Ermeling & Graff-Ermeling, 2014). 
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The big ideas behind lesson study are teacher collaboration, a focus on student learning, and thoughtful lesson 

revision based on reflection and constructive feedback.  Lesson study requires grit, or perseverance and passion for long 

time goals, and a growth mindset, or the belief that with practice and reflection we and our students CAN improve.  

These ideas are a far cry from traditional approaches to lesson design and delivery in the United States where teachers 

often plan lessons independently in their own classrooms, with little time scheduled for collaboration and sharing; 

where the focus of observations are on teacher versus student behaviors; and where reflection is centered on whether 

the lesson went as planned and whether students were engaged, but not on how much they actually learned during the 

lesson.  The Japanese model turns attention to evidence of student learning produced during class – student responses, 

discussions, class notes, etc. – rather than tests and grades, and challenges teachers to reflect on how they could 

improve their practice and their lesson to increase student learning. 

 
For teachers of students with disabilities, and in reality virtually ALL teachers are teachers of students with 

disabilities in our increasingly inclusive school settings, lesson study may prove to be an invaluable tool for improving 

learning outcomes.  When general education or content teachers come together with special education teachers to 

conduct a lesson study, they all benefit from the cumulative and yet varied experiences of all the teachers.  Together 

they will be able to dissect a lesson and determine whether the planned activities lead to the learning goal.  They can 

anticipate student responses and answers and plan how to address any confusion or misconceptions that will arise.  The 

general education teachers can share their in-depth knowledge of the content or skills to be taught and the special 

education teachers can share their expertise in strategies and materials to use to meet the needs of diverse students in 

their class.  While every lesson may not lead to the intended outcome, each lesson will then be an opportunity for 

teachers to hone their craft through honest reflection and on-going lesson improvement based on collaborative 

observation.   

 
Lesson study is most successful when done on a district- or school-wide basis; however, any teacher can benefit 

from adopting some of the basic tenets of Jugyokenkyu:   

1. Collaborate with your colleagues when planning a unit of study – share the responsibility and share the commitment. 

2. Invite your fellow teachers and administrators to share an open door policy with you whereby they observe your 

students and you observe theirs, looking for specific evidence of the students’ learning or misunderstandings and 

sharing that information in a constructive way so that together you can improve your practice and meet your unit 

goals. 

 
Finally, think of every lesson you teach as an opportunity to learn more about your students and their learning 

needs, and as a step along the path to highly effective teaching practices 
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Bright Spot: RSE-TASC Survey Results 

 
 

Every year at the end of the year we ask educators who attended our workshops that year to reflect on that experience.  
We are most interested in your responses to two questions:   

 Did you change your practice as a result of what you learned? If so, how? 

 Did this change in practice result in improved student outcomes?  If yes, how do you know?  
  
Because we know that educators in this region are passionate about their work and are focused on constantly improving 
practice, we were not surprised but we were pleased that 77% of you said that you had changed your practice.  But 
more importantly, 80% of you who changed practices reported that student outcomes had improved!  Here are just a 
few examples of how you supported your students’ success last year: 
 
    This Change in Practice                                                                                   Led to this Improved Student Outcome 
 
I added students to Bookshare.org Students who struggle with 

decoding were able to read and 
listen to their books at school and 
home 

 
I incorporated more work-based learning activities in the school Students reacted very well to being 

given work-based learning 
experiences and were engaged the 
entire time 

 
I made sure students developed career plans and taught readiness skills for the world of work Student completed cover letters 

and resumes, and started to 
understand how math pertains to 
the real world 

 
I make it a point to be as explicit as possible.  I try to model everything I ask the students to do Students are able to complete the 

tasks more easily and have a 
deeper understanding of the work 
and material 

 
I started tracking reading rates of Resource Room students When I graphed reading rates of 

appropriate leveled books every 
student showed growth 

 
I started to use some of the reading comprehension strategies in my group immediately Students became more verbal and 

willing to participate in group 
discussions 

 
I now incorporate more career research and planning websites into my curriculum and lessons Students were able to improve 

their ability to describe the job 
requirements for their chosen 
careers

 

 

Do you have questions for the RSE-TASC?  You can contact us at 914-248-2289 or rse-tasc@pnwboces.org. 
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